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Abstract 

We present in this paper some new results in relation to the strong 
incompatibility between chaos and patience in Macroeconomic models of capital 
accumulation. These results are both explicit and non-trivial applications of the 
general theorem proven in Guerrero-Luchtenberg (2000), in which the statement 
(Theorem 2) 'chaos vanishes as the discount factor tends to one, ' is formally 
presented. Here, we show precisely how this statement applies to some important 
indicators of chaos, not analyzed before. Furthermore, we will show that, for a 
given family of optimal growth problems, there is a bound on the discount factor 
6' such that, for any 6 larger than 6', any type of chaos is negligible. 

Resumen 

Presentamos en este trabajo algunos nuevos resultados respecto de la fuerte 
incompatibilidad entre fen6menos ca6ticos y el grado de paciencia en modelos 
macroecon6micos de acumulaci6n de capital. Estos resultados son explicitas y no 
triviales aplicaciones del teorema general probado en Guerrero-Luchtenberg 
(2000), en el cual un enunciado del tipo 'el caos tiende a desaparecer cuando el 
factor de descuento tiende a cero,' es formalmente presentado. Aqui, mostramos 
en forma precisa c6mo dicho teorema es aplicado a algunos importantes 
indicadores de caos no analizados con anterioridad. Mas aun, mostraremos que, 
para una dada familia de problemas de crecimiento 6ptimo, existe un cota sabre 
el factor de descuento 6' de modo que, para cualquier 6 mayor 6', cualquier tipo 
de caos es irrelevante. 



Introduction 

Consider a deterministic, reduced form of optimal growth models with discounting, as 
follows: 

00 

sup L bt+
1
u(xt, Xt+1) 

t=O 

s. t. (xt, Xt+i) E D for all t ~ 0 
xo given, 

where D is the feasible set, x0 is the initial state, b is the discount factor (a real number 
between zero and one) and u is the felicity function. 1 

It is well known that, in this type of models, chaos is precluded under strong con
cavity assumptions over the felicity function, if the felicity function is fixed (the stan
dard turnpike theorems; see, specially, McKenzie (1986) and Sheinkman 1976). More 
precisely, if the discount factor is large enough, the optical path of capital accumulation 
converges to the steady state, given the felicity fimction. On the other hand, it is also 
well known that chaos is possible in that type of models. See, for example, Boldrin and 
Montrucchio (1986) and, specially, Nishimura and Yano (1995) and Nishimura, Sorger 
and Yano ( 1994), provided that they show families of strictly concave felicity functions, 
such that for any value of the discount factor, there is a member of the family which 
displays chaos, highlighting the necessity of an appropriate justification of the uniform 
comparative analysis used in empirical works. 

Indeed, in applications, the set-up is typically a family of models instead of a 
single model, in such a way that felicity functions are not fixed. Therefore, the standard 
turnpike theorems cannot be cited in order to ensure the existence of a single value of 
the discount factor such that there is convergence to the steady states all over the family. 
Hence, the typical dynamic comparative analysis, by means of the steady states, cannot 
be used without further justification. 

To justified that type of comparative analysis, we may cite some works that show 
the existence of upper bounds for the discount factor in order to a given type of chaos 
to be possible, for instance, Mitra ( 1996) and ( 1998), Montrucchio and Sorger ( 1996), 
Nishimura and Yano ( 1995), and Sorger (1994), among others. Nevertheless, in all these 
studies before named, the type of chaos, as commented, is fixed, and hence the upper 
bounds cannot preclude other types of chaos. 

On the other hand, in order to find a global justification of the comparative analy
sis we can appeal to the uniform turnpike theorem proven in Guerrero-Luchtenberg 
(2000), the theorem 3 in that paper. That theorem, nonetheless, is proven under strong 
assumptions of the type 'uniform strong concavity over the family,' (assumption PO in 
that paper), which can be notably relaxed and still obtain a result that can be interpreted 
as 'quasi uniform convergence to the steady states all over the family': The uniform 
neighborhood turnpike theorem in Guerrero-Luchtenberg (2000). This last result, how
ever, has the counterpart fact that it does not explicitly show how the chaos is precluded. 

1 Note that the model presented here is much more general than the Ramsey-Solow model of 
capital accumulation. 
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For this reason, in Guerrero-Luchtenberg (2000), the case of the ergodic chaos is treated 
in detail. Furthermore, in that paper is suggested that the uniform neighborhood turn
pike theorem can be also used to explicitly rule out other type of chaos. 

The purpose of this study is, therefore, to show explicitly how the theorem 2 
in Guerrero-Luchtenberg (2000) is applied in order to preclude some well known and 
important indicators of chaos. Furthermore, we will show that, for a given family of 
optjmal growth model, there is a bound on the discount factor b such that, for any b 
> b, any type of chaos is negligible all over the family, providing then of a general 
justification for the comparative analysis used in empirical works. 

The rest of the paper is as follows. In section 2, for the sake of completeness, we 
roughly introduce the model and the basic definitions, and we announce the theorem 2 
given inGuerrero-Luchtenberg (2000) . Section 3 present some basic definitions about 
dynamical systems, and we prove our theorem 4, which will notably simplifies the 
proofs of the results that are the main objective of this paper, the theorems 5, 6 and 7. 
In Section 4 we present the proofs our main results. Finally, we conclude in section 5. 

The model 

As our work is heavily based on Guerrero-Luchtenberg (2000) and McKenzie (1986), 
we present part of the set-up, equations, and results given in those papers. For a com
plete panorama and discussion of the assumptions and the model, we refer to those 
papers. 

Take D c R~ x R~ where n 2: 1, u: D - R, and b E (0, l]. The set Dis the 
technology. the function ll is the felicity function and b is the discount factor. We say 
that a sequence {xt} c R~ is a path if (xt, Xt+i) E D, for all t E N. 2 We define an 
optimal path from a capital stock x E R~, as a path { kt} such that: k0 = x, and 

T 

limsup L [b-t+1u(xt,Xt+ 1)- bt+ 1u(kt,kt+i)]::; 0 
T->oo t=O 

for al I paths { Xt}, such that x 0 = x. 
A stationary optimal path kt = k for all t E N is called an optimal steady state 

(OSS). 
All members of the family of optimal growth problems that we will define later 

are assumed to satisfy the following assumptions on the technology and felicity func
tions. 

The technology D will be a set in R!i such that: 

AO (0, 0) ED 
Al Dis closed and convex, and if (x, y) E D, then for every (z, w) E R!n such that 

z 2: x, o:=; w :=; y we have that (z, w) ED. 
A2 For every~ E R++, there is ( E R+, such that: (x, y) E D and lxl <~.implies 

lvl < (. 

2 N={0,1,2, .. } 

2 
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A3 There is (x, i]) E D for which i} > x (existence of an expansible stock). 
A4 There are (M, 1 ) E Rt+, 1 < 1, such that: (x, y) E D and lxl > M, implies 

IYI < , lxl, (bounded paths). 

Throughout the paper the technology D will be fixed and assumed to satisfy 
A l-A4. 

For the felicity function u : D - R we impose: 

AS u is continuous, concave, and if ( x, y) E D, then for every ( z, w) E R~n such that 
z 2: x, w ::; y we have that u(z, w) 2: u(x, y) (free disposal). 

Now for 8 < 1 and (u, D) satisfying Al-AS, we define the value function 
½u,o ( x) which values a capital stock at time t by the felicity sums that can be obtained 
from it in the future: 

T 

½u'\x) := sup( lim ~ D7 u(hT-l, hT)) 
T--+= ~ 

T=t+l 

over all paths {ht} with ht= x. We say that ½u,c5(x) is well defined if the sup defined 
above is finite or +oo. Now we define 

L := { x E R: I there exists a path { ht} such that ho = x}. 

Note that ½u,c5(x) ER for all x E Land all t EN. 
We will say that prices {pt} support an optimal path { kt} if the following con

ditions are satisfied: 

and 

for all t EN. 

5t+
1
u(kt, kt+1) + Pt+1kt+1 - Ptkt > 

5t+1
1t(x, y) + Pt+iY - PtX, for all (x, y) E D 

(1) 

(2) 

Prices {Pt} satisfying (I) and (2) for all t E N are called.fit!/ Weitzman prices. 

Let 8 E (0, 1) be such that for any 8 E (J, 1], we have by> x. Then, as we 

will need some further concepts, we recall the following results: 

Lemma 1 For any l 2: 8 2: 8 and (u, D) satisfying Al-A5 there exists (ku,o, qu·8) E 
Rtn, qu,o-/:- 0 and (ku,o, ku,c5) ED, which satisfy: 

and 

u(ku,o,ku,o) 2: u(x,y)forall (x,y) ED, such that by- x 2: (8 - l)ku,c5 

u(ku,c5
1 
ku,8) + qu,o(ku,8 _ 5-lku,8) 2: 

u(x, y) + qu·8(y - 8- 1x), for all (x, y) E D 

Proof See McKenzie (1986), lemmata 6.1 and 7.2. ■ 

Theorem 2 For any ( u, D) satisfying Al-A 6, thestockof capital and the price (ku,c5, qu,c5) E 

Rtn given in Lemma 1, satisfy the following: 

3 
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i) for any b E ( 8, l) 
½u,6 ( ku,6) - bt qu,6 ku,8 ::::: ½u,8 ( X) - bt qu,6 X, for all X E L 

for all t EN. 

ii) for any ( 8, 1] the path k~·8 = ku,o for all t E N, is an OSS. 

iii) for any b E ( 8, l) and for any k0 E L there exists an optimal path { k~·8} from k0 . 

lfko E intL, any optimal path from k0 can be supported by full Weitzman prices p~·6 := 
bt q~•6 in the sense of (1) and (2). 3 

Proof See McKenzie ( 1986), theorems 6.1 and 7. 1, and a comment on page 
1312.■ 

The point (ku· 1 , ku,I) E Dis called the turnpike in optimal growth theory. 
We consider the following assumption: 

A6 u(~r:, y) is strictly concave at (ku, ku). 4 

We will need the definitions that follows, because the concepts of chaos that we 
will treat in the following section are defined in terms of maps, and therefore, we need 
a set-up that ensure the existence of a policy function. 

First, it is possible to show that there exists a compact, convex set, say X C D, 
such that, if { ht} is a path such that 
h0 E X 1 = L n { x E ~~ I lxl :S M}, then (ht, ht+i) E X for all t E N. So, in order 
to study the long run behavior of the system, without loss of generality, we will restrict 
the analysis to the set X, because any optimal path will enter, sooner or later, in that set. 
For details on these sets, see Guerrero-Luchtenberg (2000). 

Now, let denote by L the set of points k0 E L for which there exist full Weitz
man prices for a given felicity function u . We recall that, given AO and A5, full Weitz
man prices exist for any k0 E ~~ \ {O}, so i = ~~ \ {O} (see Guerrero-Luchtenberg 
(2000)). 

Second, we still assume 

A 7 for a given u satisfying AO-A6 any optimal path from k0 E L has bounded sup

porting prices for b E ( 8, 1) in the sense that if { kt} is any optimal path from k0 and 

{ f} qt8
} is a full Weitzman supporting prices, then ~up { I qt6 I} < oo. 

6E ( 6,1] ;t2:0 

and 

AS any x E L is the initial capital stock of a unique optimal path. 

Henceforth we will denote the set Proj 1 X by K. Under AO-A8 it is possible to 

3 We will use the notation { kt· 6
} for an optimal path that is not an OSS and { b1 q;' ,h} for the 

corresponding Weitzman supporting prices, whereas { ku,6 } and { b1 
qu,b}, when we refer to the OSS. 

4 We say that a concave function u : D --+ ~ is strictly concave at a point a in D if 

u(>.a + (1 - >.)x) > >.u(a) + (1 - >.)u(x) 

for all >. E (0, 1) and all x E D such that x =/- a. 

4 
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show that there is a well defined function h : K - K , called the policy function, 
which is continuous and satisfies that { kt} is an optimal path from x if and only if it 
satisfies that 

kt+1 = h(kt) for all t E N with k0 = x 
For a proof see Stokey and Lucas ( 1989), theorems 4.4, 4.5 and 4.8. 

Let then {kt} be an optimal path from k0 E ~~ \ { 0} and { bt qf '0} be the corre

sponding supporting prices. 

LetQu(ko, { qt
0
}) := ~up {Jqu,bl, jqf'

6 1}-
6E ( 6,1] ;t2:0 

Notation and definitions. Take any family as follows, 

and define 

[J = {u: D - ~ I (u, D) satisfying Al-A8} 

U ( k0, { { qf '6} I u E [;, b E ( b, 1) } ) = 
5 

{ U : D - ~ I U = Qu(ko,{ q~,6}), U E [;} 

Definition 1 Ue will say that any family 

(3) 

U = U(k0, { { qf•6} I u E U, b E (b, 1)}) as in (3) is relatively compact, ifU is com

pact relative to the norm of the sup. 6 

Definition 2 Uk will say that any family 

U = U ( k0 , { { q;'·6 } I 11 E [;, b E ( b, 1)}) as in (3) satisfies the concavity condition, if 

for any u E Cr, u is strictly concave at ( ku, ku). 

In the sequel we will consider any family 

U = {u: D - ~ I (u, D) satisfying AO-A8} (4) 

such that for any k0 E ~~ \ { 0} and for any optimal path from k0 with { bt qf'
6

} as a 

corresponding supporting prices for b E (b, 1), we have that 

U ( ko, { { qf '6 } I u E U, b E ( b, 1)}) 

satisfies the concavity condition and is relatively compact. In this case, we say that U 
satisfies the concavity condition uniformly and that it is uniformly relatively compact. 

All our results are based on the following 

5 Notice that we write U(ko, { { q2'6} I ii E U, 8 E (b, 1)}) in order to emphasize the fact that 

the family depends on k0 and { { qf·6
} I 7L EU, 8 E (6, 1) }, provided that for a given u E [; and ko, 

the prices { q;',i;} are not necessarily unique. 
6 We denote by 0- the closure ofU relative to the norm of the sup (the nom1 of the sup for a given 

function u E U, is defined as follows, lul"" = sup lu(x)l)-
xEX 

5 
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Theorem 3 (A Uniform Neighborhood Turnpike Theorem) Take any U as in (4) that 
satisfies the concavity condition uniformly and that is uniformly relatively compact. 
Then,foranyE > 0thereexistsN(E)and0 < 8(E) < lsuchthat:Forall8(E) ~ 8 < 1 

and u E U, we have ,k~'0 
- ku,bl ~ Efor all t > N(E). 

Proof It follows at once from the theorem 2 in Guerrero-Luchtenberg (2000). 
■ 

Dynamical systems 

In this section we will give some basic definitions about dynamical systems. Never
theless, before we start with these definitions, we would like to make one more general 
comment about the concepts of chaos that we will consider. Most definitions are made 
for the sake of the study of the long run behavior of the optimal solutions and the chaos 
then is defined by using concepts entailing, essentially, some kind of uncertainty about 
final states of the dynamical system under consideration. So the precise formulation of 
our basic results will be made following this basic idea, that is, the chaos vanishes if 
the uncertainty vanishes. 

A pointy E R~ is called an w-limit point of k0 E R~ if there is an optimal 
sequence {kt} from k0 and a subsequence {kt,} of {kt} such that lim kt., = y. Denote 

S--+00 

by W(k0 ) the set of all w-limit points of k0 , called thew-limit set of ko. 
A point y E R~ is called recurrent if y E W (y). We will denote by R the set of 

all recurrent points, that is 

R := {y E ~~ I y E W(y)}. 

A discrete dynamical system can be defined by a pair (K, h) where KC Rn and 
his a function from K to K. The set K is called the state space. 

For any x E K, define h0 (x) = x, and for any k 2: 1 (k E N) 

hk(:1:) = h(hk- 1 (x)). 

We say that the sequence { ht(x)} is generated by the iterations of hfrom x, and that hk 
is the iteration of h up to order k. Also, the sequence { ht ( x)} is called the orbit from 
x. A point x E K is called a periodic point of h, if { ht ( x)} is finite and hP ( x) = x 
for some p > 1. The smallest such pis called the period of x. If there exists a periodic 
point of period k, then we say that the dynamical system ( K, h) has period-k cycles. 

For the sake of the exposition, we will prove the following theorem, which will 
simplifies notably the proofs of the main results of this paper. 

For any 8 E (s, 1) (recall that 8 was defined in Lemma 1) and u E U, let 

wu,8 (k0 ) denote thew-limit set of k0 . Take any family U and define the function f u : 

(3, 1) - ~ U { oo} given by 

f 0(8) = s:1p _ { sur IY - ku,bl} 
koEL; uEU yEW", (ko) 

6 
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then, we can prove the following: 

Theorem 4 Take any U as in (4) that satisfies the concavity condition uniformly and 
that is uniformly relatively compact. Then, 

lim fu(8) = 0 
6-+1 

Proof The proof is by contradiction. Suppose the theorem is false, then there 
exists a family U satisfying the conditions of the theorem, such that lim Ju ( 8) -/- 0. 

6-+1 

Then there is an c > 0, a sequence {8i} C (3, 1) such that 81 - 1, and a sequence kb 

E 5R~ \ {0} such that there exists y1 E wu1•61 (kb) such that 

[y1 - ku1•61 [ > c for all [ large enough 

Now, by construction of the set K, for any kb E 5R~ \ {O}, if { kt(kb)} denotes 
the optimal path from kb, then there exists an integer t1 such that kt1 (kb) will belong to 
K. 

Let x~ E K denote such a point, that is, we write 

x& := kti(kl) for all l E N. 

Notice that from the definition of w-limit sets, one can prove that 

wu1,61 (x~) = wu1,61 (ki) 

Therefore, for all l E N we have that y1 E wu1•
61 (kb), implies 

YI E wu1,61 (x~) 

then there exists a sequence { k:1'61 } from xb and a sub-sequence { k:;"61 } C { k:1'61 } 

such that 
lim ku1,61 = y. 

k 
tk ' l 

-+00 

Therefore, jkt;"6
' - ku1,61 j > c for all k and l large enough, a contradiction with the 

theorem 2. This completes the proof of the theorem 3.■ 

The main results 

First, we consider the concept of topological chaos. 

Topological chaos 

We will say that a dynamical system (K, h) displays topological chaos or that 
is topologically chaotic if there exists a subset ~ C K such that: 

Tl ~ is uncountable 
T2 ~ does not contain any periodic point of h 

7 
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T3 For any (x, y) E E x E such that xi- y, 

lim inf Jht(x) - l/(y) J = 0 and lim sup Jht(x) - l/(y) J > 0 
t--+oo t--+oo 

T4 For any periodic pointy E Kand any x E E, 

limsup jht(x) - ht(y)j > 0. 
t--+oo 

A set E C K is called a scrambled set if it satisfies T 1-T 4. 
Also, we say that an optimal growth problem ( u, D, b) displays topological 

chaos if the dynamical system (h, K) displays topological chaos, where his the policy 
function of ( u, D, 6). 

Note that TJ and T4 are indeed a way to describe some type of uncertainty about 
final states, because it may be possible that two optimal paths from different points 
may not converge to the same point; further, the may not even converge to a same 
periodic point; also, no periodic point can be globally stable, again, a very undesirable 
fact regarding final states. Nevertheless, the relevance of this type of chaos depends 
on how "big" is the scrambled set in terms of probabilistic concepts. Indeed, it has 
been proven that the scrambled set may have zero Lebesgue measure (see Collet and 
Eckmann (1986)), in which case there is zero probability of choosing points satisfying 
TJ or T4. Notice that this may not imply that there is zero probability of observing 
topological chaos. Think of the case when the scrambled set is a global attractor. 

Now we will show that the uncertainty implied by topological chaos vanishes 
as the discount factor tends to one. The intuition of the result is the following. As 
we have commented in the paragraph above, the concept of topological chaos entails 
the impossibility of certain predictions in the long run. Therefore, if we have a family 
such that for any value of the discount factor there is a member of the family such that 
the corresponding optimal growth problem displays topological chaos, the expression 
'chaos vanishes as the discount factor tends to one,' means that if the discount factor is 
large enough, the distance from any two possible final states is very close to zero, and 
then no uncertainty in the long run would be relevant. Formally: 

Theorem 5 Take any U as in (4) that satisfies the concavity condition uniformly and 
that is uniformly relatively compact. Suppose that for every 8 E ( 0, 1) there exists 
u8 E U such that the optimal growth problem ( Uf,, D, 8) displays topological chaos. 
Leth u6 denote the policy function of optimal growth problem ( u 0 , D, 8). Let Ehu denote 
the scrambled set of (hu 6 , K). Let 

Cr3(8) = sup {limsupt_,
00 

l(hu6 )
1(x) - (hu6 )t(y)I} and 

(x,y)EEh" 6 xEh"6 such1/u,1xfcy 

CT4 ( 6) given by 
sup 

yEK piriodic point ofhu6 and any xEEh u,5 

Then we have 
limCr3 (b) = 0 
8-->l 

(5) 

8 
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and 
limCT4(b) = 0 
0--+ 1 

(6) 

Proof: Suppose the corollary is false. Then either (5) or (6) is false. Suppose 
then that (5) is false. The case when (6) is false is analogous. 

If (5) is false for some family U satisfying the conditions of the theorem, then 
there is an E > 0, a sequence{ b1} C (0, 1) , and a sequence { u1} c U such that b1 __, 1, 
and such that there exist points (x1, y1) E ~h

1 
x ~h' such that x 1 cl y1 satisfying 

lim sup I (h1/(xi) - (h1/(y1) I > E. (7) 
t--+CXJ 

for all l large enough, where h1 denotes the policy function of the optimal growth prob
lem ( u 1

, D, b1) and ~h
1 

its corresponding scrambled set. 
Note that (7) implies that there exist points (zL z~) E W(xi) x W(y1) (where 

W(xz) denotes thew-limit set of x1 of the dynamical system (h1, K)) such that 

lzi -z~I > E (8) 

for all l large enough, a contradiction with Theorem 3, because (8) implies that 
1 

liminffu(b1) 2': -E. 
/-,= 2 

This completes the proof of the theorem 4 ■ 
Now we consider the concept of sensitive dependence on initial conditions. 

Sensitive dependence on initial conditions 

We say that a dynamical system (K, h) has, for a given E > 0, E-sensitivity or 
that it displays E-sensitive dependence on initial conditions if there is a set E C K of 
strictly positive Lebesgue measure such that, for every y E E and every neighborhood 
B of y, there exists a z E Band at E N such that 

lht(y) - ht(z)I > E. 

Intuitively, the general idea of this definition is that if y E E, no matter how 
close to y we are studying the behavior of the system, there exists a point z that will 
be E-separated sooner or later. So, if for some reason we are not able to distinguish 
between two points that are not E-separated at the beginning of period of consideration, 
we will be able to distinguish between them after some time. Clearly, this is a way to 
describe some undesirable behavior of a dynamical system regarding final states, in 
the sense that minor changes on the initial conditions result, probably, in significant 
differences after some time. 

We will say that an optimal growth problem ( u, D, b) displays 
E - sensitivity if the dynamical system (h, K) displays E - sens'itivity, where his 
the policy function of ( u, D, b). 

Now we will prove that if there is family U as in (4) that satisfies the concav
ity condition uniformly and that is uniformly relatively compact, such that for every 
b E (0, 1) there is a member u6 of U and an Eu

15 
> 0 such that (u, D, b) displays 

9 
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Eua -sensitive dependence on initial conditions, then for a very E > 0, there is number 
b(E), such that if bis larger than b(E), we have that Eu.a cannot be larger than E. This 
precisely means that the Eua-sensitive dependence on initial conditions is no longer 
relevant for b large enough. Formally: 

Theorem 6 Take any U as in (4) that satisfies the concavity condition uniformly and 
that is uniformly relatively compact, such that/or every b E (0, 1) there exists a member 
UfJ E U and an Eb > 0 such that the optimal growth problem (u6 , D, b) displays E6-

sensitivity, then 
limE 11 = 0 
6-d 

Proof: Suppose that the corollary is false. In this case there is a family U , an 
E > 0 , a sequence { bi} C (0, 1) , a sequence { ?li} C U' and a sequence { Et } c R+ 
such that Dz --+ l, Et 2 E for all l large enough and for all l the dynamical system 
(h1

, K) displays E1-sensitivity, where h1 denotes the policy function of the optimal 
growth problem (u1, D, b1). 

Now, notice that if K is compact and his continuous, then if ( K, h) has E-sensitivity, 
then for any l E N there exist Yt E E\ {0}, z1 E K\ {0} and t1 E N with t1 > l, such 
that 

jht1 (y1) - ht1 (z1)I 2 E 

because given E > 0, for any l E N fixed, there exists a a > 0 such that 

(y, z) E K x Kand IY - zl < a, implies jht(y) - ht(z) I :S: E for all t :S: l 

Consequently, for every l E N there exist y1 E E\ { 0}, z1 E K\ { 0} and t1 E N 
with tz > l, such that 

Therefore, 

and thus 

I (h1/ 1 (y1) - (h1)t1 (zz) I 2 Ez 2 E 

liminf j(h1)t1 (y1) - (h1/ 1(z1)I 2 E 
l-+oo 

lim inf fu(bz) 2 E 
l-->oo 

a contradiction with the theorem 3. Then the theorem 5 is proven. ■ 

The general statement 'chaos vanishes as the discount factor tends to one' 

As we have commented before, we consider that a dynamical system displays 
some kind of chaos, if there is some 'deterministic uncertainty,' about the possible final 
states of the system, in such a way that no predictions in the long run are trustable. So 
our result here, then, express the idea that, even if the system displays some kind of 
chaos, if the 'deterministic uncertainty,' about the possible final states of the system is 
negligible, in the sense that the distance between two possible final states remain lower 
than any E small enough, given that the discount factor is large enough, then the chaos 
is not relevant. 

Formally: 
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Theorem 7 Take any U as in (4) that satisfies the concavity condition uniformly and 
that is uniformly relatively compact. Take, for a given u E U and 8, any two points 
x and y in Land the corresponding w-limit sets, Wu,.s(x) and Wu, 6 (y). Now take 
d(Wu,.s(x), Wu,.s(y)) = sup {lz - vi I z E Wu,o(x), v E Wu,.s(Y)} (the maximum dis
tance between any two possible w-limit points of x and y respectively). Define now 
D(n, b) = sup {d(Wu,o(x), Wu,.s(y)) I (x, y) E £ 2

} (the maximum distance between 
any two possible w-limit points of the system (u, D, b)) and 
Du(b) = sup{D(u,b) I u EU} (the maximum distance between any two possible 
w-limit points of the family of systems). Then 

lim Du(b) = 0 
6---.i 

Proof Takeanypair(u,b). Now,takeanytwopossibleinitialstates(x,y) E £ 2 , 

and any two possible w-limit points of x and y respectively, say z(x) E Wu,.s(x) and 
v(y) E Wu,6 (y). Recall that for 8 > l5, ku,.s is well defined (the lemma I and the 

theorem 1). Hence, suppose that 8 > 8. Now we have lz(x) - v(y)I ::; lz(x) - ku·"I 
+ lv(y) - ku·6j. Consequently, D(u,8) _S sup IY- ku•"I + sup IY - ku•8 I. 

yEWu.,6(x) yEWu.,0 (y) 

Therefore, Du(b) .S fu(b) + fu(b) = ½!u(8). Hence, as a direct consequence of 
theorem 3, lim6~ 1 Du(8) = 0, and this finishes the proof of the theorem 6. 

Conclusions 

As commented in the introduction, in order to justify what we called' the uniform com
parative analysis' used in empirical works, neither the standard turnpike theorems nor 
the specific lower bound fund in relation to some fixed type of chaos can be cited. In 
this paper, we show how the theorem 2 in Guerrero-Luchtenberg (2000) can be applied 
in order to rule out the topological chaos and the E-sensitive dependence on the ini
tial conditions, two concepts not analyzed in previous studies. Furthermore, and more 
important, we prove the theorem 6, in which no special concept of chaos is assumed, 
and therefore that theorem 6 is an appropriate justification for the uniform comparative 
analysis. It rest then to study if another result of this type is possible under weaker 
conditions. Also, it would be interesting to find the necessary conditions for the result 
in the theorem 6 to hold. Both questions are left for future research. 
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